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I he Eastfield Group originated through the dedication of a team of professional geologists structuring their first public company 
listing in 1987 under the name Eastfield Resources Ltd. (ETF). The original corporate philosophy has proven very successful 
and simply involves the a isition of early stage high quality exploration projects and then cutting risk and corporate dilutir 

ding funding partner advance those projects. The company mantra is LOW RISK HIGH LEVERAGE. 

Success Leads to Shareholder Bonus 
In 1997 the business approach had become so successful that Eastfield Resources Ltd. spun out a new company, gifting sha 

esoutces Ltd. (WRS) to its shareholders on a one for one basis. 

u Do Succeed: Do It Again, 
In 2007, the Wildrose projects had evolved into su stantive assets, one of which sparked the largest staking rush in pro! 
history and sharehold were again rewarded as Wildrose spun off a new company in Cariboo Rose Resources Ltd. w 
recently began trading 

rtunity for Shareholders 
Eastfield Resources Ltd. has just announced the joining of its 

Project with one of its property partners Lysander Mine 
est in the Jajay-Lorra 
Corporation. The two 

currently being carried through a $9 million to earn a 51% interest option 
Teck Cominco Limited on this exceptional developing property. The 

restructuring will bonus Eastfield shareholders with direct ownership 
in a new company owning at least 35% of the asset after Teck's earn-ii 
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WILD R B S  
The core asset remainina within Wildrose nesources Ltd. is a 30% 
interest in the Spanish Gountain Project. The discovery of a 
Sediment Hosted Gold System at Spanish Mountain has sparked 
the largest staking rush in provincial history. These deposit types 

host to some of the largest gold reserves in the world. The 
ieralized system at Spanish Mountain has already been traced 

for over 1.2 kilometres, is at least 400 metres wide and is open in 
every direction. One hundred holes were drilled this year with 
assays for over 50 holes still to be announced as assays are 
received. 
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CARTROO I aNI VCompall) 
Advancing Rapidly 

Cariboo Rose has an exceptional portfolio of exploration projects. 
The Woodjam Project combines both advanced stage and 
exploration drilling on a large gold-copper system that compares 

geologically to Cadia Hill in Australia and the Mt. 
Polley Mine which lies only 30 kilometres north of 
Woodjam. With $1 million in cash and all of its other 
projects funded by other partners, Cariboo Rose is 
poised to grow. 
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The Jajay-Lorraine Project will be the centre-piece of a new company that will be 

shareholder approval, is expected to be public in the first quarter of 2007. The 
Jajay-Lorraine Project is an alkalic copper-gold-silver system that shares many 
strong characteristics with other deposits of this type in BC such as Galore Creek 
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jointly formed by Eastfield and Lysander and, subject to regulatory and 

(Nova Gold), and the Mt. Polley Mine. 

district is emerging 

Quesnel Terrane 
Both Eastfield and Lysander will continue to advance their other projects and 

continue to gain through the newly created leverage of the new company. 


